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The properties of complete regularity, paracompactness, and compactness 
of a topological space X all may be described in terms of the ring R(X) of 
continuous real functions on X. In this paper we are concerned with extending 
these concepts from topological to ringed spaces, replacing the ring of continuous 
real functions on the space by the ring of sections of the ringed space. 
Our interest in the problem arose from attempting to construct the tangent 
module 7M of a smooth manifold IM directly from the sheaf QM of smooth 
real functions. For each open set U of M, the module rM( U)is the s2,( U)-module 
of derivations of In,(U). Yet, since taking derivations is not functorial, the 
evident restriction maps are not canonically forthcoming. For paracompact 
manifolds the construction needed was known to Boardman [5]. In general, 
it can be carried out using the complete regularity of the ringed space (M, 62,) 
[18, 321. 
Although spaces satisfying these conditions appear naturally in analytical 
contexts, there emerges a fundamental connection with sectional representations 
of rings [19, 21, 231. In turn, this has provided a technique for using 
intuitionistic mathematics in applying these representations [22]. 
Extending these properties to ringed spaces, we prove a compactness theorem 
for completely regular ringed spaces generalizing the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff 
criterion concerning maximal ideals in the ring R(X) of continuous real functions 
on a completely regular space X. This provides the technique used in [23] for 
determining those representations of rings which establish an equivalence of 
categories of modules. Here it is used to characterize completely regular, 
paracompact, and compact ringed spaces in terms of canonical adjoint functors 
Mod A e Mod, 0, 
between the categories of modules over a ringed space and over its ring of 
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sections. In particular, we give an equivalent categorical description of the 
compactness theorem, paralleling the representation theory developed in [23]. 
Finally, these techniques are used to establish the existence of a compactification 
of any ringed space with respect to a ring of sections, generalizing the Stone-tech 
compactification of a topological space. 
To simplify the statement of the theorems proved, the topological space X 
considered is assumed throughout to be Hausdorff. Without this condition 
the compactness and equivalence theorems remain valid: the proofs need slight 
modification. In the final section, however, the consideration of Hausdorff 
spaces is fundamental to the discussion, relating to the use of Hausdorffization 
by Dauns and Hofmann [7, 1.51. The paper is closely related to another on 
representations of rings [23], concerning which the reader is also referred to 
[19, 24,261. 
1. COMPLETE REGULARITY, PARACOMPACTNESS, AND COMPACTNESS 
Throughout, rings are assumed to have an identity element different from 
zero and modules to be right modules. The topological space X is supposed 
Hausdorff. 
DEFINITION. A ringed space (X, 0,) will be said to be completely regular 
if for each x E X and closed set F C X not containing x there exists f E O,(X) 
satisfying 
fz = 1 and f/F=O. 
For any open covering (U,) of the topological space X a family (pJi,, of 
sections of the ringed space which has locally finite support will be said to be 
a partition of unity subordinate to the open covering provided that its sum 
Cip, pi is the identity section of the ringed space and that for each i E I the 
support of p, is contained in an open set U, of the covering. 
DEFINITION. A ringed space (X, ox) will be said to be paracompact if there 
is a partition of unity (pi)ipl subordinate to each open covering of X. 
Finally, recalling that a topological space which is compact is necessarily 
completely regular: 
DEFINITION. A ringed space (X, 0,) will be said to be compact if it is 
completely regular and the space X is compact. An equivalent assertion is 
that for each open covering of the topological space X there is a finite partition 
of unity p, ,..., p, subordinate to the open covering. 
THEOREM 1.1. A topological space X is completely regular, paracompact, or 
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compact ;f and only if the ringed space (X, Rx) f 0 continuous real functions on X 
is correspondingly completely regular, paracompact, or compact. 
If X is completely regular, there exists for each x E X and closed F not con- 
taining x a continuous real function g on X such that 
g(x) = 1 and gjF=O. 
Using the lattice structure of the ring R(X) 0 continuous real functions on X, f 
let 
Then 
f = W(g A 2) ” a, - iI* 
fi = 1 and f\F=O. 
For ringed spaces one has the usual relationship between compactness, 
paracompactness, and complete regularity: 
THEOREM 1.2. Any compact ringed space is paracompact and any paracompact 
ringed space is completely regular. 
If (X, Ox) is compact and (U,) is an open covering of X, then for each x E X 
choose an 01 with x E U, , and by compactness of the ringed space an f tx) with 
support in U, and f c2)$ the identity. Let Utr) be the neighborhood of x, contained 
in U, , on which f(l) equals the identity. Then ( U(z))xsx is an open covering 
of X. Denote the sections corresponding to a finite subcovering U, ,..., UN by 
fi ,..., fN . Define sections pi ,..., p, by 
Pi = (1 -f1)(1 - fi) ... (1 - fi-l)fi . 
Since U, ,..., UN cover X and each fi / Vi is the identity, 
0 = (1 -fS -fz) ... (1 -fN). 
So CF pi = 1. Each fi (and hence pi) has support contained in some U, by the 
choice of each f t2). So a finite partition of unity has been constructed subordinate 
to the covering. The construction is taken from Dowker [8]. The proof that 
paracompactness implies complete regularity is evident. 
In addition we have: 
COROLLARY 1.3. If a ringed space (X, 0,) is compact then subordinate to 
any open covering of X there is a jnite partition of unity. 
The ring of sections A of a completely regular ringed space (X, 0,) has the 
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property that any section a over an open set UC X is locally in the ring of 
sections: that is, 
(*) that there is an open covering (U,) of U together with for 
each U, an aor E A for which a, / lJ, = a 1 U, . 
This is clearly equivalent to the homomorphism 
to the stalk at x being surjective for each x E X. But any /I E U,,, is b, for b 
defined on some open neighborhood U of x. Choosing by complete regularity 
fe A with support in U andf, the identity, it follows that (fl U)b also represents 
/3. Extending by zero on the complement of the support off yields the required 
element of A. 
This proves the initial remark in 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (X, Co,) b e a completely regular ringed space. Then each 
local section is locally in the ring of sections of the ringed space. Further, the sets 
V(a) = {x E X 1 a, = O> 
indexed by the elements a of the ring of sections form a basis of open sets for the 
topology of X, which is necessarily a regular topological space. 
For any a E A, the set V(a) on which a equals the zero section is open. Given 
an open neighborhood U of x E X, choose by complete regularity a section f with 
fz = 1 and support in U. Then V( 1 - f) is an open neighborhood of x con- 
tained in U. The sets V(a) therefore form a basis for the topology of X. 
A ringed space (X, 0,) satisfying the condition (*) will be said to be locally 
extendable from the ring of sections A. Evidently a ringed space is locally 
extendable from any ring of sections containing enough sections to make it 
completely regular (and in that case the theorem above may be relativized). 
Thus, a ring of sections A will be said to be completely regular in the ringed 
space if for each x E X and closed F not containing x there is f E A for which 
fi = 1 and flF=O; 
to be paracompact in the ringed space if for each open covering of X there is 
a partition of unity in A subordinate to the open covering; and to be compact 
in the ringed space if A is completely regular in (X, U*) and X is compact. 
The ring of bounded continuous real functions on a topological space X is 
a ring of sections which is completely regular, paracompact, or compact in the 
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ringed space (X, Iw,) according as X is completely regular, paracompact, or 
compact. Of course, if X is compact then this ring is exactly the ring of sections 
of (X, Iw,). Similarly, 
THEOREM 1.5. If a ring of sections A is compact in a ringed space (X, Ox), 
then A is necessarily the ring of sections of the ringed space. 
Remark that (1.2) and (1.3) carry through immediately to the case of a ring 
of sections which is completely regular, paracompact, or compact in a ringed 
space. If A is compact in (X, 0,) then for any section a there is an open covering 
(U,) of X together with a, E A for each U, such that a, 1 U, = a / 7J, . Applying 
this extension of (1.3) to the ring A, choose a finite partition of unity (P&~ 
in the ring A subordinate to (U,). For each i E I, let p, have support in Vi and 
let ai denote the corresponding element of the ring A. Then it may be verified that 
a = C sip, . 
ior 
However, this is a finite sum of elements of the ring A, so belongs to A. 
From this follow two results each characterizing compact ringed spaces. 
Recall that 0, is said to be soft if for each closed F C X the homomorphism 
G(X) -+ GXF) 
is surjective: that is, any section over a closed subset may be extended globally. 
COROLLARY 1.6. A ringed space (X, Ux) is compact if and only if the topological 
space X is compact and the sheaf 0, is soft. 
For if X is compact and 8, is soft, then for each x E X and closed F not 
containing x the identity over x and the zero over F define a section over a closed 
set, which extends by softness to a section j with the required property. So 
(X, 0,) is completely regular, hence compact. Conversely, for any closed F C X 
the image of the homomorphism 
~0x0”) -+&r(F) 
is completely regular in the restriction of (X, Ux) to the compact subset F. 
Applying (1.5) the homomorphism is surjective. 
COROLLARY 1.7. A ring of sections A is compact in a ringed space (X, 0,) 
if and only if 
the topological space X is compact, 
every section is locally in A, 
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and 
A separates the points of X. 
The ring A is then necessarily the full ring of sections of the ringed space. 
2. THE COMPACTNESS THEOREM 
In [ 131 there is proved the following compactness theorem for a completely 
regular space X, due essentially to Gelfand and Kolmogoroff [12]. In the ring 
R(X) of continuous real functions on X, an ideal I is said to be a fixed ideal if 
there is an x E X such that f(x) = 0 f or all f E I, otherwise I is said to be a 
free ideal. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any completely regular space X, the following are equivalent: 
the space X is compact; 
every ideal of R(X) is fixed; 
every maximal ideal of R(X) is fixed. 
This theorem is generalized here to the case of a completely regular ringed 
space. The ringed space considered need not be commutative. Indeed the 
theorem can be stated equally for right ideals, left ideals, or ideals of the ring 
of sections. Applied to the ringed space (X, R,), it reduces to that of Gelfand 
and Kolmogoroff. 
In considering rings of sections rather than rings of continuous real functions 
the concept of the fixed ideal must be modified. The definition is motivated 
by the following observation: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a completely regular topological space. Then an ideal 
I is a fixed ideal of the ring R(X) if and only if there exists an x E X for which 
I, = I + {g E W(X) / g, E OX,,, is zero} 
is a proper ideal of R(X). 
For if I is fixed then there is an x E X such that f(x) = 0 for each f E I. 
Then 1, is proper: for the identity element of R(X) cannot be expressed as a 
sum of functions which are zero at x. Conversely, suppose that 1, is proper for 
some x E X. Then for any f E I we have f (x) = 0. For otherwise the closed set 
Z(f) = (y E X 1 f(y) = O> would not contain x. Then choosing g E R(X) 
with g, the identity and g 1 Z(f) = 0, f is invertible on the open complement 
U(f) of Z(f). Let h E R(X) be the extension by zero of g/f E R(U(f)): then 
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(~ZZ)~ = 1. But f~ Z implies f/z E Z, and (fh)+ = 1 implies 1 - fh E Z, , contra- 
dicting the properness of Z, . So Z is fixed in the ring R(X). 
For any ring of sections A of a ringed space (X, or), consider for each x E X 
the ideal 
DEFINITION. An ideal (respectively, right ideal) Z of the ring A will be said 
to be a Jixed ideal (respectively, jixed right ideal) provided that there exists an 
x E X for which Z + J3: is a proper ideal (respectively, right ideal) of A. 
Otherwise, I will be said to be a free ideal (respectively, free right ideal) of A. 
THEOREM 2.3. For any ring of sections A which is completely regular in a 
ringed space (X, O,), the following are equivalent: 
the topological space X is compact; 
every ideal of A is fixed; 
every maximal ideal of A is Jixed; 
A is compact in the ringed space. 
Moreover, right ideals or left ideals may be considered throughout instead of ideals. 
For a maximal ideal m of A to be fixed is equivalent to it containing the ideal j3c 
for some x E X; similarly for maximal right or left ideals. So the assertions 
concerning fixed ideals and fixed maximal ideals are equivalent. The first and 
last assertions are equivalent by the definition of compactness. It will be proved 
that if X is compact then every maximal right ideal is fixed, hence that every 
maximal ideal is fixed. The theorem follows by using complete regularity to 
obtain a continuous map from the maximal ideal space of A onto X. 
Suppose then that X is compact, but that there exists a maximal right ideal m 
fixed by no x E X. Then for each x E X there exists f@) E j3E with f ca) c$ m. 
Letting ZP) denote the open subset on which f t2) is zero, obtain an open 
covering ( U(z))sEx of the compact space X. Find fi ,..., fn among the (f(~))~~r 
such that the corresponding U, ,..., ZJ, form a finite subcovering. Then any 
product of elements of A containing all of fi ,..., fn must be zero. In the com- 
mutative case this gives an immediate contradiction, for then fi .*. fn $ m 
since each fi $ m. In general, there exist g, ,..., g,-, E A for which figIf -.. 
gnelfn $ m by the maximality of nt, which contradicts the observation that any 
product containing fi ,..., fn must be zero. Consequently, every maximal right 
ideal of A is fixed. It follows immediately that every maximal ideal is fixed, since 
Jz is an ideal. 
For any ring A (not necessarily commutative), the set Max A of maximal 
ideals endowed with the Zariski topology of which subsets of the form 
D(f) ={ntEMaxA(f$m) 
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for f E A form a base of open sets in called the maximal ideal space of the ring. 
Provided that A has an identity element, Max A is quasi-compact: the proof 
(for example, [27, p. 1281) for commutative rings may be extended directly 
to the noncommutative case. For any ring of sections A which is completely 
regular in a ringed space (X, U,), there is a continuous mapping 
Max,A -+ X 
onto the space X from the subspace of Max A consisting of fixed maximal 
ideals: a maximal ideal m E Max,A is mapped to the unique x E X for which 
Jz C m The uniqueness follows from the Hausdorffness of X: given x’ E X 
also with m 3 Jz, choose an open set U 3 x not containing x’ and f E A with 
support in U and with fz the identity. Then fz, is zero, so f E J$, C in. However, 
1 - f~ 1% C tn since fz is the identity, contradicting the maximality of tn. 
The mapping is surjective: each Jz is contained in some maximal ideal. The 
mapping is continuous: for any m E Max, A and any open neighborhood U of 
its image x E X, choose by complete regularity f E A with support in U and fs 
the identity. Consider the open subset of Max, A determined by D(f) in Max A. 
Since fz is the identity, we have 1 -f E Jz C tn. So D(f) determines an open 
neighborhood of m in Max, A. Any fixed maximal ideal m’ E D(f) maps to an 
element x’ E X which belongs to U: for if x’ $ U then fz# = 0, hence f E Jz, C m’, 
contradicting m’ E D(f). So the mapping is continuous. If every maximal ideal 
is fixed, this gives a continuous mapping 
MaxA-tX 
from the quasi-compact space Max A onto the space X. Thus, X is compact, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
In particular, since for a compact ringed space (X, 0,) the stalk at any x E X 
is isomorphic to the factor ring A/J, of the ring of sections A, the maximal 
ideals of A which map canonically to x E X are exactly those m which contain 
the ideal JS . Hence 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be the ring of sections of a compact ringed space (X, 0,). 
The canonical mapping 
MaxA-+X 
is a homeomorphism if and only if each stalk of the ringed space has a unique maximal 
ideal. In this case, the maximal ideal space of A is Hausdorfl. 
Although the theorem has been established using the maximal ideal space of A, 
Max A may be replaced by the prime ideal space Spec A or the primitive ideal space 
Prim A of the ring. In each case there is a continuous mapping from the ideal 
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space assigning to each prime or primitive ideal p of A the unique x E X for 
which 1% is contained in p. The maximal right ideal space Maxr A of a ring A, 
defined [16] by taking the topology generated by open sets of the form 
D(f) = {nt E Maxr A / fA $? m} 
for f~ A, is also a quasi-compact space which admits a continuous mapping 
from Maxr A onto X whenever A is the ring of sections of a compact ringed 
space (X, 8,). Hence, 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be the ring of sections of a compact ringed space (X, S,). 
Then the canonical mapping 
Maxr A + X 
is a homeomorphism if and only if each stalk of the ringed space has a unique 
maximal right ideal. 
Recalling that a ring is said to be a local ring provided that it has a unique 
maximal right ideal (equivalently a unique maximal left ideal) and that a ringed 
space is said to be a local ringed space provided that each stalk is a local ring, 
this characterizes the compact ringed spaces which are local. In this case, the 
maximal right (equivalently left) ideal space of the ring of sections is precisely 
the maximal ideal space. 
Finally it may be remarked that the compactness theorem holds without 
the condition, assumed throughout, that the space X is Hausdorff. This guaran- 
teed that each maximal ideal of the ring of sections mapped to a unique x E X, 
which ensured that the mapping from Max A to X was necessarily surjective. 
Making an arbitrary choice of x E X corresponding to a maximal ideal still 
allows a continuous mapping from Max A to X to be defined in the absence of 
Hausdorffness. While the mapping is no longer surjective, any open covering 
of its image necessarily covers X. The quasi-compactness of X may therefore 
be deduced from that of the maximal ideal space. 
3. CATEGORIES OF MODULES 
The following theorem provides the context within which we shall work: 
THEOREM 3.1. For any ringed space (X, O,), there are adjoint functors 
Mod A ti Mod, U, 
of which the coadjoint is the section functor from the category of O,-modules to the 
category of modules over the ring of sections of the ringed space. 
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The existence of this adjointness follows from the adjoint functor theorem [9] 
on remarking that the section functor is naturally isomorphic to the representable 
functor 
on Mod, 0, , an Abelian category having all limits and colimits [14, 11.21. 
The adjoint may be obtained explicitly by assigning to each A-module M the 
0,-module generated by the presheaf 
The module determined by M has stalk at each x E X equal to M BA O,,, . 
The functors are said to form a localization of the category of A-modules 
provided that the adjoint from A-modules to @,-modules is exact and the 
section functor is a full embedding [lo, Chap. III] 
DEFINITION. A ringed space (X, Ur) will be said to be quasi-completely regular 
if for each x E X and open neighborhood U of x there exist a, ,..., a,, in the ring 
of sections of (X, 0,) having supports contained in U and for which a,,, ,..., an,% 
generate the stalk O,,, as an O,,,-module. 
Then, 
THEOREM 3.2. A ringed space (X, 0,) determines a localization 
Mod A e Mod, 0, 
of the category of modules over the ring of sections A if and only if the ringed space 
(X, 0,) is quasi-completely regular. 
Suppose that the functors determine a localization and that U is an open 
neighborhood of x E X. Denote by 0, ” the submodule of 0, consisting of 
sections with support in U. The stalk of 0,” at x E U is exactly that of 0, . 
Moreover, it is canonically isomorphic to Lox”(X) @ 0,,, under the coadjunction 
of the localization. Hence Ox,% is generated by sections with support in U. 
The ringed space is therefore quasi-completely regular. 
Conversely, suppose that (X, 0,) is quasi-completely regular. Then the 
A-module of sections M of any O,-module & satisfies the following condition: 
that for any ml ,..., m, E M and /3, ,.,., /3,, E Ux,, such that C rni,& = 0, there 
exist finitely many cii E A and yj E Ox,, such that 2 micii = 0 for each j and 
C cij,Zyi = ,& for each i. For choosing an open neighborhood U of x and 
b 1 I..-, b, E U,(U) with C mibi = 0 over U and bi,p equal to & for each i, there 
exists an expression C aj,%yj for the identity of 0,,, with each aj having support 
in U and each yj E Lo,,, . Letting cij be the extension by zero of biaj over U 
to a global section, we obtain sections satisfying the required condition. 
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In the particular case of the sheaf 0, itself, this gives precisely the flatness 
criterion [6, Chap. I, Sect. 2.111 needed to prove that --oA or,, is exact for 
each x E X, from which it follows that the adjoint functor from Mod A to 
Mod,O, is exact. To establish that the section functor is a full embedding, 
we apply the following: 
LEMMA [21, 23, 311. If & is locally generated by a module of sections M, 
then a homomorphism M 2 J”(X) determines a unique homomorphism .J? z M 
of Ox-modules such that the diagram 
M -+ &Y(X) 
\I q(X) f 
4X) 
commutes if and only if f is fibered, where the module &Y is said to be locally generated 
by a module of sections M if the Or,,- module .H, is generated for each x E X by 
the image of M and the homomorphism M 5 N(X) is said to be fibered provided 
that for any x E X if C mi,& = 0 for mi E M and pi E Oxea: then 2 f (m& pi = 0. 
Over a ringed space which is quasi-completely regular, any module J? is 
locally generated by its module M of sections: given m E A(U) and x E U 
choose a, ,..., a,, E A generating Co,,, with support in U. Then the extensions 
by zero of the ma, over U generate A,. Further, any homomorphism MLN(X) 
is fibered: for by the above condition, if C mi,JIi = 0 there exist cij E A and 
Yj fz 0x.z with C micij = 0 and C cij,Zyj = fii . Then C f(mJ& = 
C f (mi)rcij,ryj = z f (C micij),yj = 0. Any homomorphism M + N(X) there- 
fore determines a unique homomorphism JZ L JV by choosing for m E d(U) 
an open covering (U,) together with for each 01 maLi E M and ami E 0r( U,) with 
m 1 U, = x (moii / UJabi , then defining v(m) / U, = C (f (mNi) 1 Ua)aai for each 
CL The section functor is therefore a full embedding, which completes the proof. 
Although this expresses the quasi-complete regularity of the ringed space 
in terms of these functors between categories of modules, an intrinsic character- 
ization is given by: 
COROLLARY 3.3. A ringed space (X, Or) is quasi-completely regular if and only 
if the sheaf 8, is a generator in the category of Ox-modules. 
This may be deduced either from the theorem together with the Gabriel- 
Popescu theorem on Grothendieck categories [ll] or directly from the proof 
above [20]. The condition arose originally in finding a condition for every 
module over a ringed space to be generated by its global sections [18]. 
Any completely regular ringed space is quasi-completely regular. The ringed 
space (X, R,) of continuous real functions on X is quasi-completely regular 
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precisely if completely regular: that is, if X is completely regular. If for any 
open U and x E U there existf, ,..., fn E R(X) generating the stalk at x and having 
support in U, then at least one of these fi must have fi(x) nonzero. By arguments 
similar to those proving (1 .I) there exists f E R(X) with fz the identity and 
support in U. 
More generally, a quasi-completely regular ringed space (X, ox) is completely 
regular if and only if (X, 0,) is locally extendable. It has already been shown 
that any completely regular ringed space has this property. Conversely, if 
(X, ox) is quasi-completely regular and locally extendable, then given any 
open neighborhood U of x E X choose a, ,..., a, with support in U generating 
the stalk at x. Then the identity of 0,,, may be written in the form C ai,xPi 
with /Ii ,..., ,6,, E ox,, and local extendability implies that 6, ,..., b, E c*(X) can 
be chosen representing j3r ,..., ,& . So C a&, is a section satisfying the condition 
needed for complete regularity. 
In particular, the ringed space determined canonically by any ideal space of a 
ring A [15, 19, 231 is locally extendable. Conversely, any locally extendable 
ringed space is determined canonically by the ideal space given by 
Jz = {a E A I a, = 0} 
for each x E X. For the ringed spaces of representation theory, quasi-complete 
and complete regularity therefore coincide. 
With these remarks we have: 
COROLLARY 3.4. If (X, ox) is a locally extendable ringed space then the 
fu?lctors 
Mod A z? Mod, 0, 
determine a localization of the category of modules over the ring of sections A 
if and only if the ringed space is completely regular. 
For these ringed spaces the functor 
Mod A -+ Mod, 0, 
simply assigns to each A-module M the Ox-module whose stalk at any x E X 
is the factor module M/MJ, with respect to the ideal defined above. 
Any localization of a category of modules Mod A is determined [lo] by a 
filter of right ideals of A. These topologizing right ideals of the localization are 
those right ideals I4 A for which the inclusion becomes an isomorphism 
on localizing. By the exactness of localisation this is equivalent to requiring 
that A/I is annihilated by the localization functor. The localization determined 
by a completely regular ringed space assigns to the module A/I the 0,-module 
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whose stalk at x E X is (A/l)/(A/l)Jz, which is isomorphic to A/(1 + J=). 
The zero module results precisely if I + Jz equals A for each x E X, which is 
the condition for I to be a free right ideal of the ring A in the ringed space 
(X, Ux). So we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any completely regular ringed space(X,Co,), the localization 
Mod A z Mod, 0, 
of the category of modules over the ring of sections A has topologizing right ideals 
given by the free right ideals of A in the ringed space. 
By results of Gabriel [lo, Chap. V], the adjoint functors 
Mod A + Mod, 0, 
give an equivalence of categories if and only if they establish a localization for 
which A is the only topologizing right ideal. If the ringed space is compact the 
compactness theorem implies that it is completely regular and that every 
maximal right ideal is fixed. A compact ringed space therefore determines an 
equivalence of categories of modules. In fact, one has the following: 
THEOREM 3.6. The functors 
Mod A z Mod, 0, 
give an equivalence of categories of modules if and only if the ringed space (X, 0,) 
is compact. 
For if the functors give an equivalence of categories, then 0, is necessarily 
a projective Or-module. Given any open covering (U,) of X, the homomorphism 
determined by the inclusion homomorphism of each submodule OrUa of sections 
with support in 77, is an epimorphism. Consequently, there is a splitting homo- 
morphism from 0, to the direct sum, yielding a locally finite family (pJ of 
sections of 0, with CpE the identity and with each p, having support in U, . 
The ringed space is therefore paracompact, hence completely regular by (1.2). 
Since the sheaf determined by the A-module A/m must be nonzero for each 
maximal right ideal m of A, there must exist x E X such that A/(m + JET,> is 
nonzero (by the argument preceding (3.5)). Then nt 1 J3: is fixed in A, from 
which the compactness of (X, 0,) follows by the compactness theorem. 
The converse, argued above using results on localizations of categories of 
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modules, may easily be proved directly. If (X, 0,) is compact then the functors 
establish a localization of Mod A by (3.4). Moreover, for any A-module M the 
canonical homomorphism 
M - J(X) 
into the module of sections of the L”,-module A’ determined by M is an iso- 
morphism. The homomorphism is injective: for if m E MJz for each x E X, 
there exists an open covering U, ,..., U,, , assumed finite by the compactness 
of X, together with for each Vi an expression z:i mijaij for m having each aij E A 
zero on Vi and each rnii E M. Choosing by (1.3) a partition of unity p, , . . . , p, E A 
subordinate to U, ,..., U, and noting that aiipi is zero for all i, j since pd has 
support in Ui , we have 
m = C mp, = C mijaijpi = Q. 
i isi 
The homomorphism is surjective by an argument analogous to that used in 
proving (1 S). The existence of this isomorphism for each M implies 
that the localization is an equivalence of categories. 
We have also established that a ringed space for which 0, is projective in the 
category of @,-modules is paracompact. The converse of this may be proved, 
giving the following characterization of paracompact ringed spaces: 
THEOREM 3.1. The adjoint functors 
Mod A a Mod, 0, 
yield an equivalence of categories of finitely generated projective modules if and 
only if the ringed space (X, Ox) is paracompact. 
Evidently, if the functors restrict to an equivalence of categories of finitely 
generated projective modules then 0, is projective: it is the image of the finitely 
generated projective module A. So (X, 0,) is paracompact. Conversely, if 
(X, 0,) is paracompact, then 0, is projective: given any epimorphism ~2’ -% N 
of Or-modules, each rz E N(X) may be lifted locally to sections m, E A( U,) 
over an open covering (U,) of X. Taking a partition of unity (p,) for (X, 0,) 
subordinate to (U,), the sum of the locally finite family obtained by extending 
each m& 1 U,) E .&Z( U,) by zero on the complement of the U, supporting 
p, yields a section m E k’(X) which maps to n E N(X). Hence any homo- 
morphism from 0, to N lifts to a homomorphism into .A: so 0, is projective. 
In Mod A the finitely generated projectives are exactly summands of modules 
of the form 0; A. Since 0, is projective, the finitely generated projective 
U,-modules are similarly characterized: so the functors take finitely generated 
projectives into finitely generated projectives. Since a paracompact ringed space 
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is completely regular, the section functor is a full embedding. The existence 
of the equivalence asserted follows from the observation that the paracompactness 
of (X, ox) implies that the Or-module &Z determined by any finitely generated 
A-module M has module of sections canonically isomorphic to M. The proof 
is essentially that used in establishing the preceding theorem. 
In the course of this proof, we have also obtained the following: 
COROLLARY 3.8. A ringed space (X, 0,) is paracompact if and only if Ox is 
projective in the category of Ox-modules. 
Since (X, 0,) paracompact implies that any finitely generated A-module is 
isomorphic to the module of sections of the O,-module which it determines, 
we have the following extension: 
COROLLARY 3.9. If the ringed space (X, 0,) is paracompact, then the functors 
Mod A e Mod, 0, 
determine an equivalence of categories of Jinitely generated modules. 
Since a topological space is completely regular, paracompact, or compact 
according as the ringed space (X, R,) is completely regular, paracompact, or 
compact, we have: 
COROLLARY 3.10 [26]. A topological space X is completely regular, para- 
compact, or compact according as the functors 
Mod R(X) 7t Mod, Rx 
given by the sheaf of continuous real functions on X determine a localization of 
Mod R(X), an equivalence of categories of finitely generated projective modules 
or an equivalence of categories of modules. 
In particular, if X is paracompact there is an equivalence of categories of 
finitely generated modules. A theorem of Bkouche provides a similar charac- 
terization of those locally compact topological spaces which are paracompact: 
namely [3], that the ideal of functions with compact support is projective in the 
ring of continuous real functions on the space. In the present case, for acompletely 
regular space X we note that the topologizing ideals of the localization of 
Mod R(X) are those ideals which are free in R(X) in the sense of Gillman and 
Jerison [13, Sect. 4.11. The equivalence theorem expresses categorically that the 
space is compact precisely if every ideal is fixed. When X is compact, this equiva- 
lence of categories restricts to the category of finitely generated projective R(X)- 
modules to give its equivalence with the category of real vector bundles on X 
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l-291. A generalization, exploiting the equivalence existing for any compact 
ringed space, may be found in [19,22,24]. Th e existence of this equivalence 
for finitely generated modules appears to have been known, but not its extension 
to the category of all [W(X)-modules. 
For a smooth manifold M, the ringed space (M, QM) of smooth real functions 
on M is completely regular: the necessary smooth functions may be obtained 
using standard smoothing techniques [14, II. Ex. 3.7.11. The resulting theorem is: 
COROLLARY 3.11. Any smooth manifold M determines a4oint f&actors 
Mod O(M) 7t Mod, G$, 
which are a localization of the category of Q(M)-modules. Further, M isparacompact 
zf and only rf these functors establish an equivalence of categories of Jinitely generated 
projective modules, and compact ;f and only ;f these functors yield an equivalence 
of categories of modules. 
If the manifold M is compact, a similar remark holds concerning smooth 
vector bundles on M to that above about vector bundles on a compact space. 
Further, the tangent module YM of a smooth manifold is the SZ,-module 
assigned to the L?(M)- mo u e d 1 of derivations of the ring Q(M) of smooth real 
functions on the manifold. The modules Q,p of the de Rham complex may be 
constructed similarly [IS, 19, 321. 
For any commutative ring A, the ringed space (Spec A, Ospeca) is compact 
precisely if Spec A is compact (in which case Spec A is also Boolean): this is 
equivalent to the von Neumann regularity of the ring A/N(A) obtained by 
factoring out the nilradical of A [I, p. 441. Hence: 
COROLLARY 3.12. For any commutative ring A, the functors 
Mod A * Modspec A %m A 
determine an equivalence of categories if and only if A is von Neumann regular 
module its nilradical. 
For any Boolean space X, any sheaf Ux of rings yields a compact ringed space 
(X, 0,). so: 
COROLLARY 3.13. A Boolean space X gives an equivalence of categories 
Mod A + Mod, 0, 
for the ring of sections A of any sheaf of rings Ox on X. 
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In particular, the category of Abelian sheaves on X is equivalent to the category 
of Z(X)-modules, where Z(X) d enotes the ring of continuous integer functions 
on X. 
The existence of this equivalence was obtained by Pierce [28] for a sheaf 
of rings R(A) constructed for any ring A on the maximal ideal space X(A) of 
the Boolean ring of central idempotents of A. Since A is isomorphic to the ring 
of sections of A(A) and the space X(A) is Boolean, there is immediately an 
equivalence of categories of modules. For a commutative regular ring, this 
ringed space has each stalk a field. The equivalence of categories was then used 
by Pierce to examine projective modules over the ring, obtaining results ana- 
logous to those of Swan concerning vector bundles on a compact space. 
The equivalence theorem proved above allows these techniques to be extended 
to representations of rings over ideal spaces which are not Boolean [19, 21, 231. 
In particular, there is a representation of any C*-algebra A with identity over 
the maximal ideal space of the center Z(A) of A. The representation is induced 
by the Gelfand representation of the commutative C*-algebra Z(A) in the 
sheaf of continuous complex functions on Max Z(A). The ringed space obtained 
is compact, so yields an equivalence between the categories of A-modules and 
of modules over the ringed space [19,21, 231, relating to a result of Takahashi 
[30]. This representation is the sheaf-theoretic form of that of Dauns and 
Hofmann [7, 151. 
Like the compactness theorem, the equivalence theorem remains valid if X 
is not assumed Hausdorff. 
4. COMPACT RINGED SPACES 
For any compact ringed space (X, oox), the ring A of sections together with 
the ideals 
Jz = {a E A 1 a, = 0} 
indexed by the space X determine (X, 0,) to within a unique isomorphism. 
The construction which recovers the ringed space is detailed in [19, 21, 231. 
More generally, from any space X indexing ideals (JJZEX of a ring A, a ringed 
space may be constructed over X together with a homomorphism from A to 
the ring of sections of the ringed space, provided that the topology of X has 
among its open sets the subsets 
V(u) = {x E x I a E Jz} 
determined for each a E A by these ideals [21]. The ringed space obtained is 
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compact precisely if the space X is compact and the ideals (J&z are coprime 
in the sense that their intersection is zero and that 
for any pair of distinct ideals. Describing the compact ringed spaces of which 
a ring A is the ring of sections is therefore equivalent to finding the ideal spaces 
which satisfy these conditions. In [23, 251 these ideal spaces are characterized 
in the following way (an equivalent result was known earlier for the commutative 
case [4]): 
It has already been remarked that any compact ringed space determines a 
continuous map 
Spec A -+ X 
from the prime ideal space of the ring A of sections onto the space X, assigning 
to each prime ideal p the unique x E X for which the ideal Jz is contained in p. 
The space X may then be identified with a quotient space of Spec A which is 
Hausdorff and satisfies the condition: for any p, p’ E Spec A mapping to distinct 
x, x’ E X there exist a 4 p, a’ 4 p’ satisfying 
aAa’ = 0. 
A quotient space X of the prime ideal space of a ring A will be said to 
be algebraically compact of this condition is satisfied in addition to the space 
being Hausdorff. That the space X underlying a compact ringed space (X, 8,) 
is algebraically compact is established in [24], together with the following 
theorem which classifies the compact ringed spaces of which A is the ring of 
sections :
THEOREM 4.1. Any compact ringed space (X, 0,) of which a ring A is the 
ring of sections determines and is uniquely determined by an algebraically compact 
quotient space 
Spec A --+ X 
of the prime ideal space of the ring A. 
The ringed space determined by Spec A --+ X is that of which the stalk at 
x E X is the ring A/ Jz obtained by factoring out the ideal 
J,={aEAI3U3xVyEUVpEy3b~p aAb=O} 
of the ring A: here U denotes an open subset of X and p E y is written to denote 
that p E Spec A maps to y E X under the quotient mapping. 
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Although the theorem has been stated in terms of the prime ideal space of the 
ring, Spec A may equally be replacing by Prim A, Max A, or the maximal right 
(or left) ideal space of the ring. The Pierce representation arises from the mapping 
from Spec A to the maximal ideal space of the Boolean ring B(A) of central 
idempotents of A which intersects each prime ideal of A with B(A). The 
representation of a C*-algebra A arises more naturally from the mapping from 
Prim A to the maximal ideal space of the center Z(A) of A which intersects 
each primitive ideal with Z(A). 
It follows that the prime ideal space of any ring A admits an algebraically 
compact quotient 
Spec A -+ X(A) 
through which any algebraically compact quotient space factors by a unique 
continuous mapping. The space X(A) is constructed by taking the equivalence 
relation on Spec A generated by those pairs (p, p’) of prime ideals for which 
aAa’ = 0 implies a E p or a’ E p’ whenever a, u’ E A. The Hausdorffization 
X(A) of the quotient of Spec A by this equivalence relation is algebraically 
compact and has the desired universal property. Since any Hausdorff image of an 
algebraically compact quotient space of A is algebraically compact, we have: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Any compact ringed space of which a ring A is the ring of 
sections determines and is uniquely determined by a continuous map 
X(A) + X 
from the space X(A) onto a Hausdorff space X. 
In particular, the quotient space X(A) itself determines a compact ringed 
space of which A is the ring of sections. Any compact ringed space (X, 0,) 
whose ring of sections is A is the direct image of this ringed space along the 
continuous map from X(A) to X which it determines. The ringed space deter- 
mined by X(A) will be called the universal compact ringed space of the ring A. 
In the case of a commutative ring, the quotients of Spec A which are alge- 
braically compact are simply those which are Hausdorff. It follows that X(A) 
is the Hausdorffization of Spec A, evidencing the importance of Hausdorffization 
of prime ideal spaces for representations of rings noted by Dauns and Hofmann 
[7, 151. These remarks concerning commutative rings apply equally to sym- 
metric rings [17]-that is, rings for which abc = 0 implies bat = 0: amongst 
noncommutative rings these include all rings with no nonzero nilpotents. 
However, the point which emerges here is that Hausdorfhzation alone appears 
to be not enough in the case of an arbitrary noncommutative ring. 
The universal compact ringed space of a ring A may be used to construct the 
compactification of any ringed space with respect o a ring of sections. Throughout 
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A will denote a ring of sections of a ringed space (X, flz), of which X need not 
be Hausdorff. For each x E X denote by K, the ideal {a E A / u, = 0} and 
consider the smallest equivalence relation on X(A) which identifies those 
points for which the corresponding ideals determining the canonical sheaf on 
X(A) contain K, for some x E X. Then the Hausdorffization Y of the quotient 
of X(A) by this equivalence relation yields a continuous mapping X(A) + Y 
onto a compact space and hence determines a compact ringed space (Y, 0,) 
of which A is the ring of sections. 
Define a mapping ‘p: X + Y by assigning to each x E X the point y E Y 
which is the image under the mappings from Spec A to X(A) and from X(A) 
to Y of any prime ideal of A containing K, . There exists such a y for each x 
since each K, is contained in a maximal ideal; the equivalence relation on X(A) 
has been chosen to ensure that the mapping is well defined. It will now be 
shown to be continuous. 
For any x E X and any open neighborhood U of v(x) E Y, choose by the 
compactness of (Y, 0,) an a E A with a,(,) the identity and with support in U. 
Let V’ be the open subset of X consisting of all x’ E X such that there exist 
bi , ci E A with C b,aci equal to the identity of (X, ox) at x’ E X. It is asserted 
that V is an open neighborhood of x E X mapped by p) into U. First, x E V: 
since if m is a maximal ideal of A containing K, , then m is fixed by v(x) E Y 
in (Y, fly). But a,(,) being the identity implies 1 - a E nt: hence a $ m. Thus 
x E V because a, lies in no maximal ideal of the image A/K, of A in Co,,, , 
hence generates A/K, . Second, x’ E V implies I E U: since if x’ E V then 
a $ m’ for any maximal ideal containing K,, . But if I # U then a,(,‘) is zero, 
implying that there exists b $ m’ (since m’ is fixed by CJJ(X’)) with aAb = 0. 
Then aAb Cm’ but a 6 in’ and b $ m’, contradicting the primeness of m’. 
Hence x’ E I/ implies &x’) E U, which establishes continuity. 
Now define a homomorphism of ringed spaces from (X, 0,) to (Y, 0,) of 
which the continuous map from X to Y is this mapping and which on global 
sections is the inclusion of A in the ring of sections of (X, 0,). Since (Y, 0,) 
is compact, it is enough by the lemma of the preceding section to show that for 
each x E X and a E A, if a,(,) = 0 then a, = 0. But if u,(,) = 0, choose by the 
compactness of (Y, 0,) an element b E A with support in the open set on which 
a is zero in (Y, 0,) and with b,(,, the identity. Then for any maximal ideal m 
containing K, , b # m (since m is fixed by p(x), so 1 - b E m); hence b generates 
A/K, . There are then ui , bi E A with C a& having image in A/K, equal 
to the identity. Then at x, a becomes equal to C uu,bb, . But any product in- 
volving a and b is zero in A, because in (Y, 8,) their supports are disjoint. Thus 
a, = 0. There is therefore a homomorphism of ringed spaces determined by 
the inclusion of their rings of sections. 
The homomorphism from (X, ox) into the compact ringed space (Y, 0,) is 
the compuctificution of (X, 0,) with respect to the ring of sections A in the sense 
of the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Any homomorphism from (X, 0,) into a compact ringed space 
(Z, 0,) of which the image of the ring of sections of (Z, 0,) is contained in the 
ring A of sections of (X, 0,) factors uniquely 
~ through this homomorphism. 
Consider such a homomorphism from (X, Ur) to a compact ringed space 
(Z, Uz). Denote by #: X-t Z the underlying continuous map and byf: B + A 
the homomorphism from the ring of sections B of (Z, 0,) to the ring A of 
sections of (X, 0,). The existence of a continuous map such that 
commutes will be established by showing first the existence of a continuous map 
from Spec A to Z. 
For each p E Spec A choose a maximal ideal M of B containing f -r(p). Assign 
to p E Spec A the unique x E Z which fixes this maximal ideal in (2, 0z). The 
x E Z obtained is independent of the choice of maximal ideal containing f -l(p). 
For suppose m, m’ 3 f-‘(p) are fixed by x, z’ E Z. If z # z’ then by compactness 
of (Z, 0,) choose, respectively, U, U’ disjoint open neighborhoods of z, Z’ and b, 
b’ E B with supports in U, u’ and with b, , b’,, the identity elements. For each 
x E X at least one of bdtz) and b’&(,) (hence off(b)% and f (b’),J is zero. Consequently 
f(b) Af (b’) is zero, so is contained in p. On the other hand, b, = 1 implies 
1 - b E m implies b $ ttt implies f(b) $ p. Similarly f(b’) $ p, contradicting the 
primeness of p. The mapping is therefore well defined. It is continuous: for if 
p E Spec A maps to z E Z and if U is an open neighborhood of x, then one may 
find by compactness an open set U’ with .s E u’ C FC U and b, b’ E B such 
that b is the identity on ?? and zero on the complement of U and such that b’ is 
zero on F and the identity on the complement of U. Note once again that 
f(b) Af (b’) is zero and that f(b) 6 p. So D(f(b)) is an open neighborhood of p 
in Spec A, which it is asserted maps into U. Suppose that q E D(f (b)), so that 
f(b) $ q. Let n be any maximal ideal of B containing f -l(q) and let n be fixed 
by a’ E Z in (Z, 0,). If x’ $ U then b’,, = I again implies f (b’) $ q. But since 
f(b) Af (b’) is zero it is contained in q, contradicting the primeness of q. Therefore 
z’ E U, establishing the continuity of the mapping. 
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The existence of a unique continuous map x from Y to Z such that 
Spec A --+ Y 
commutes follows provided it can be shown that the mapping from Spec A to Z 
just constructed respects the equivalence relation on Spec R induced by the 
quotient of X(A) of which Y is the Hausdorffization. This equivalence relation 
is generated by pairs of prime ideals satisfying either that there exists x E X 
such that p, p’ 3 K, or that aAa’ = 0 implies a E p or a’ E p’. Now if p, p’ are 
fixed by x E X in (X, 8,), then choosing m, m’ containing f-l(p), f-l(p’) it 
follows that nt, nt’ are fixed by #(x): for if b,(,, is zero thenf(b), is zero, hence 
f(b) E P, v’ and b cf-l(p), f-W) C M, nt’. And if p, p’ are such that aAa’ = 0 
implies a E p or a’ E p’, then choose M, m’ containing f-l(p), f-l(p’) and z, 
z’ E Z fixing m, nt’ in (Z, 0,). If z, z’ are distinct, then b, b’ E B may be chosen 
with b $ M, 6’ $ m’ andf(b) Af(b’) = 0. Thenf(b) E p orf(b’) E p’ by the choice 
of p and p’. Butf(b) # p andf(b’) # p’ since b $ WI and 6’ 4 m. This contradiction 
implies z = z’. So the mapping factors uniquely through the quotient of Spec A 
with respect to the equivalence relation generated by these relations. Since Z is 
Hausdorff, this continuous map factors uniquely through the quotient Spec A+Y 
obtained by Hausdorffization. 
It remains only to show that the homomorphism f: B -+ A induces a homo- 
morphism of ringed spaces from (Y, 0,) to (Z, 0,) with the continuous map 
x: Y -+ Z defined already. Since (Z, Oz) is compact, it is enough to show for 
any y E Y and b E B that if bxc2/) is zero in (Z, 0,) thenf(b), is zero in (Y, 8,): 
that is, that there is an open neighborhood U of y E Y such that for any p’ fixed 
by a point y’ E U there exists a 4 p’ with f(b) Au = 0. If bxty) is zero, choose 
6’ E B with support in the open neighborhood of x(y) on which b is zero and 
with Ux(,, the identity: then U3 y. Given y’ E U and p’ fixed by y’, it follows 
that f(b) Af(b’) is zero and f(V) # p’ since any tn’ 3f-l(p’) is fixed by x(y’) 
and 6’ 6 m’. So f(b), is zero in (Y, 0,). Hence f: B --f A determines a homo- 
morphism from (Y, 0,) to (Z, 0z) making the required diagram commute. 
The homomorphism is unique: by our lemma it is uniquely determined by its 
action on global sections, on which the homomorphism from (Y, Or) to (X, ox) 
is the inclusion. This completes the proof of the compactification theorem. 
This gives the following characterization of the compactification: 
COROLLARY 4.4. The compuctifkation of a ringed space (X, ox) with respect 
to the ring of sections A is canonically isomorphic to that obtained by tahing the 
subsheuf generated by A in the direcl image of (X, 8,) along the canonical map 
from X to Y. 
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The existence of a homomorphism from (X, 0’x) to the compact ringed 
space (Y, 0,) of which the ring of sections is A yields that the image of the 
corresponding map from 8, into the direct image ~,*0~ of 0, along the map from 
X to Y is a compact ringed space of which A is the ring of sections. Denoting this 
by (Y, O’,) it follows that U’r is the subsheaf of v*Or generated by A and that 
the homomorphism from (X, 0,) to (Y, Ur) induces one from (X, Ur) to (Y, O’r). 
Moreover the homomorphism from (Y, Ur) to (2, Uz) determined by any 
homomorphism from (X, 0,) to a compact (2,0,) of which the image of the 
ring of sections is contained in A extends uniquely to a homomorphism from 
(Y, CJ’r) into (2, 0,) making the diagram 
(-5 0,) - w, UO’Y) 
commute. It follows that the canonical homomorphism from (Y, U’,) to (Y, Co,) 
is an isomorphism, since the homomorphism from (X, 0,) to (Y, U’,) satisfies 
the same universal property as that into (Y, Or). 
The existence of this compactification with respect to a ring of sections 
extends the existence of the Stone-Tech compactification of a topological space: 
if X is a topological space one may consider the compactification of the ringed 
space (X, R,) with respect to the ring R*(X) of bounded functions. This is the 
ringed space (/?X, R&r) f o continuous real functions on the Stone-Tech compacti- 
fication /3X of X. It may be remarked first that the Stone-Tech compactification 
of any topological space X may be constructed by taking the maximal ideal space 
of the ring R*(X) together with the mapping which assigns to each x E X the 
maximal ideal m, = {f~ R*(X) if(x) = O> of this ring [13, Sect. 7N]. The 
maximal ideal space is an algebraically compact quotient of the prime ideal 
space of R*(X), indeed is exactly the Hausdorfhzation of Spec R*(X). And any 
maximal ideal m of R*(X) containing the ideal K, = (f E R*(X) 1 f, = 0} 
necessarily equals m z : otherwise since the continuous real functions on /3X are 
the extensions of bounded functions on X there would exist f, g E W*(X) 
satisfying g 6 m, g $ nt3: and 1 - g E K, and of which the product fg is zero, 
contradicting the assumption that K, C tn. The space underlying the compacti- 
fication is therefore PX and the compactification is obtained by taking the ideal 
for each maximal ideal m of R*(X). Th e assertion follows on showing that 
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this is the ideal of R*(X) consisting of those functions whose extension to 
fix vanishes on some neighborhood of m. In one direction, if f E R*(X) vanishes 
on some neighborhood of m then g E R*(X) may be chosen with support 
contained in that neighborhood and containing m. Then g $ m and fg = 0, 
hence f E Jm . The converse follows by observing that on the Stone-Tech 
compactification f is zero at a maximal ideal m exactly if f E m. This completes 
the proof, since a compact ringed space is determined uniquely by an ideal 
space of its ring of sections. Hence: 
COROLLARY 4.5. The compactajkation of the ringed space (X, Rx) of continuous 
real functions on a topological space X with respect to the ring R*(X) of bounded 
continuous real functions is the ringed space (/3X, Iwax) of continuous real functions 
on the Stone-&ech compactzjkation of X. 
For any ringed space (X, Or) the compactification with respect to the ring of 
sections U,(X) will be said to be the compactz$cation of the ringed space. This is 
evidently the direct image of the ringed space along the canonical continuous 
mapping 
x-t Y. 
Provided that the ringed space is normal (that is, that for any disjoint closed 
sets F, F’ of X there exists f in the ring of sections with f 1 F zero and f 1 F’ 
the identity) this mapping is the Stone-Tech compactification of X, giving 
the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.6. The compactz$cation of a normal ringed space (X, 0,) is 
isomorphic to the direct image of Ox along the continuous mapping 
x--+/3x 
into the Stone-tech compactifcation of X. 
For suppose that (X, 8,) is normal and that CJJ: X -+j3X is the Stone-Tech 
compactification. Then certainly any homomorphism from (X, Or) to a compact 
ringed space (2, O,), determined by a continuous mapping I/: X -+ 2 together 
with a homomorphism from the ring of sections of (2, Oz) to that of (X, Or), 
will yield a unique continuous mapping for which 
commutes, since Z is compact and BX is the compactification of X. The homo- 
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morphism from Oz to r&!Jx evidently factors uniquely through the canonical 
homomorphism from (X, Or) to gSX, v,B,) so it remains only to verify that 
(/3X, v*U,) is compact. But given distinct [, 5’ E PX there exist by the compact- 
ness of PX open neighborhoods U, U’ of which the closures F, F’ are disjoint. 
By the assumption on (X, 0,) choosef in its ring of sections, zero on the inverse 
image of F and the identity on that of F’. Then in v&r the section f is, respectively, 
zero and the identity on the open neighborhoods U and u’ of 4 and 5’. Therefore 
(/3X, cp,B,) is compact, which completes the proof. 
In particular, if a space X is normal, then the compactification of (X, R,) 
is the direct image of the sheaf Rx of continuous real functions along the con- 
tinuous mapping into the Stone-Tech compactification. Also 
COROLLARY 4.7. The compactification of the ringed space (X, R,) of real 
functions on a discrete space X is the sheaf on the compact space of ultrafilters on X 
whose stalk at the ultrafilter U is isomorphic to the ultrapower Rx/U. 
Another situation in which the compactification is obtained by taking the 
direct image along the compactification of the underlying space is the following: 
COROLLARY 4.8. The compacti$cation of the canonical sheaf on the prime ideal 
space of a commutative ring A is the universal compact ringed space (X(A), Oxla)) 
of the ring A. 
However, the constant sheaf determined by the ring of integers h is an 
example of a ringed space whose compactification lies over a space which need 
not be the compactification of the underlying space. For this sheaf on the unit 
interval one obtains the sheaf Z on the space with one point. A remark similar 
to the preceding corollary may be made for any symmetric ring. 
Finally, the universal property satisfied by the compactification of a ringed 
space gives the following: 
COROLLARY 4.9. The compacti$cation of any ringed space determines a 
functor from the category of ringed spaces to the category of compact ringed spaces 
which is adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of compact ringed spaces. 
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